Ask Catherine

November 15, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:
Catherine,
If the fed eventually completely controls the banks, from large to regional to local, how do people transact in that scenario?

Also, while I find Money and Markets informative, it would be helpful for you to focus more on specific things people can do to prepare. Maybe this is on the site I just haven't found it yet, as I am a new subscriber.

Thank you!

CAF Notes & Links:

Added TAKE ACTION in M&M

Question:
Hi Catherine -

Wow! You've been in Europe for more than a year now? Longer? Must be nice ... and like always, sounds like you're turning Covid into an asset! Only you! LOL

Crypto - Why do so many otherwise smart people like BitCoin? There is NOTHING there. Zero. And people think its 'safe & independent' while the FBI cracks the hackers last year in 24 hours. Sounds like a scam and preparation for FedCoin. Plus BitCoin'rs can be unplugged in an instant. A real Trifecta for Mr. Global. Smooth ....

It's been about three months since my stroke. I am pretty normal, except for slight weakness on my left leg and being a bit more tired than usual. Lucky to still be here mostly intact ... wondering if 5G & vaxx shedding played a part. At least, that's where my money is. Still optimistic and moving forward ....

Always look forward to your Thursday nite reports and wishing you continued good fortune and success!

Rebel Commander

CAF Notes & Links:

Shedding
Question:
Catherine,
I have around $250,000 in the marker; $350,000 in Spider Gold Fund; 140 OZ of Gold and 5000 oz of silver, in my possession
Also have 600,000 cash in banks. Don't feel comfortable with the cash sitting in banks, leery of buying real estate do to the reset and covid deaths approaching. Kind of wondering what to do at the moment.
Not asking for investing advice
We also have a 250 acre farm in XXX.

Thank you in Advance, We met once at the XXXX Luncheon. I really enjoy your website, one of the most intellectual ones I belong to.

I look forward to your response

Stay healthy & God Bless,

CAF Notes & Links:
Rule of law
Build up that farm - tiny homes

Question:
Dear Catherine,

New subscriber, trying to wrap my head around the financial ideas. I've seen 2 article lately regarding the 7.12% interest rate for I series US savings bonds. That certainly is appealing....but investing in the government, not so much. Am I helping to build my prison by doing that? Thoughts on whether to capitalize on this, even for a year (losing 3 months interest if you redeem before 5 years, but still much higher interest rate than anywhere else)? Thanks.

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question:**
Subject: Screens

As you have referred to Screens in your investment strategies, I wish to be sure/correct. Are you referring to Parvin - or are there other screens available for us?

Thanks

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Screens - generic  
Screen I do - solariadvisors.com - don’t promote on SR - conflict of interest  
WRAP UPS -  
Will ESG turn the Red Button Green  
Can We Screen for Productive Companies

**Question:**
Dear Catherine:

My family have all of our investments/trusts at XXX. It's not a huge amount, around $X million or so.  
We'd like to move the assets to an investment bank who can handle Dad's trust when the time comes and manage my assets as well.  
An institution who is not tied up with CRT, ESG and the Great Reset agenda and has a solid foundation and is not going anywhere.

Can you steer me in the right direction?

Thank you Catherine and God bless you!  
A B

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Question:
Hey Catherine,

Huge, huge fan of everything you’re doing. Thanks for being a bright light in a dim world.

Question for you:
How are the “globalists” planning to steal our assets? Through taxes, seizing property? Trying to strategize like everyone else and am struggling with this.

Secondly, I just discovered Texas Slim Initiative Newsletter and listened to Texas Slim on the latest Tales from the Crypto podcast. His thoughts about decentralizing the food system are interesting. I think you might like his take on food and fake commodities.

With gratitude,

D

CAF Notes & Links:

Banks - Bail ins and CBDC
Small Business - Covid and Disaster Capitalism, Regulation
Securities - destruction of Collateral
Real Estate - Disaster Capitalism and Climate Change
Children and Family - Divide and Conquer & the Great Poisoning
All - Mind Control on old and new media and telecommunications
Precious Metals - end the 2nd amendment - seizures
Retirement Benefits - Drain with Treasuries and interest rate manipulation, securities and mortgage fraud, Covid restrictions, private equity games
Taxation - abrogate all financial management laws
Question:
Hi Catherine,

Last week I had a wonderful encounter with fellow shoppers when I announced I was paying in cash, because it was cash Friday. In this regard, I would like to start a series of Cash Friday tee shirts to wear on Fridays. Do you have a place on your site where you post all your previous cash Friday squares? If so, can these be copied for personal use? And is it acceptable to put Solari.com on the tee shirt, in the same manner as you have the square on your site?

CAF Notes & Links:

Click on Cash Friday graphic, go to Button of article - link there. Use, use, spread, reproduce, readapt. All good.

Question:
Hi Catherine,

Can you tell me if and how I can use your site for investment information? I have retirement invested funds now in bonds of various kinds. I want to be sure that the funds are secure for the future and aligned with my values in human rights and environmental protection. I'm looking for information.

By the way, I watched As in Heaven on the recommendation from your site. Absolutely lovely. I've given it as a Christmas gift and recommended it to friends.

I look forward to hearing from you.
P C

CAF Notes & Links:

Don’t provide investment advice. Use last 4 equity overviews and links. Look at primary trends essential background for investment.
Question:
Hi, Catherine,
I have been listening to you for over a year. After getting a bit indoctrinated, I followed your recommendations and put my money in investments with an adviser you interviewed on the Solari report plus 20 percent in precious metals. The investments are primarily in fidelity dimensional funds. I am really feeling like the stock market is nothing more than a Ponzi scheme and am wondering if everything should be in precious metals. I have heard you say that you are still invested in stocks and I’m wondering if you still think that is the best policy.
Thank you so much.

CAF Notes & Links:
Is for me….may be different for others. CHESSBOARD. Watch last equity overview on hedging.

Question:
Hi Catherine ~

My name is Michelle and I manage the office of my partner’s business. A metal fabrication; large truck/ag equipment repair; heavy wrecker service in Nxxxx

I have been pleading with him to switch banks to something local as we currently bank with BIG BAND. Our business is small with only 6 employees – we use the banking system for the most basic forms of business banking.

I have received the annual reports from our local banks and now I am at a standstill. Not having an adept knowledge of the language of banking – I’m not sure where to start or what to look at to decide which bank would be the better choice for us.

Is there a Local Banking 101 – What You Need to Look For When Switching Banks article somewhere? Or a video to help me familiarize myself with “This is Good vs. This is Bad” when looking at annual reports?

Thank you for your help and all that you are doing in these times of spiritual warfare!
Question:
Good evening Catherine,
We are very grateful to you for your job done from a simple, human perspective, and your kind answers to our emails.
We have many questions but we don’t want to send you too much now, being the first time.
One question is - in these difficult times, where poverty, loss of rights and other tragedies will be the most sure consequences of these two past years of planet history, is there any European institution or private entity that one could contact to get some advice/protection in a broad sense? Are they able to influence also on specific local reality?
I hope it’s clear and we will find an answer on this on tomorrow’s Money&Markets.
Best wishes
G

CAF Notes & Links:

None that I know of You can use experts, but you are going to have to understand what you own and why you own it to make wise choices.

Covid-19

Question:
Healthy Athletes Are Dropping Like Flies After Clot Shot Rollout, They Say It’s Rare, But Is It?


**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Catherine,

me and my wife somehow navigated the minefield and secured a religious exemption at the county library where we have each been employed for the last 25 years. It was only possible with consult through Peggy Hall at the Healthy American and looking at all the Solari resources. Thank you. We found Peggy through Solari by the way. The county is currently going to make us get fitted for N95 masks...for our protection, they say. Personally, I think they like the identification that goes along with that. I have told you in past questions that we are under a year away from minimum retirement in PERS. And that is why we are putting up with this. About a month ago, we received an email from the county that let us know the next steps in getting our N95 masks. The problem was that it was addressed to all the employees with exemptions and their managers. The ENTIRE list of names was included. One of the managers instantly questioned if this was a HIPAA violation. I chimed in voicing my concern as well. The person that sent the email claimed no person had their privacy compromised because the reason for getting fitted for the mask was not stated. I rebutted that saying everyone receiving the email knew exactly why all the names were getting the mask. At my count, 17 extra people became privy to this info. My direct supervisor, who did have a right to know this, thinks I have a legal case. What do you think Catherine? Is this worth painting a target on my back for?

thanks,

J

**CAF Notes & Links:**
CONGRATULATIONS.

New video from Lawyer - just posted.
PEGGY HALL doing a great job
I would write a letter - very gracious - documenting the violation and asking them not to do again. Currently, they can say it was a mistake, not intentional. If they do it again, you have them.

Question:
Dear Catherine,

I really appreciate all of your insights and your informative website.

First, I want to share with you a copy of an email that was sent out today to healthcare providers in Pennsylvania. They have "identified the following z-code for vaccine counseling that does not result in a vaccination: Z28.20 – Immunization not carried out because of patient decision for unspecified reason." The stated goal of this code is....."
This new code will allow us to follow vaccine counseling visits, and take more steps to vaccinate Pennsylvanians."
Big vax brother is growing. Perhaps this is another reason to start avoiding the healthcare system.

Also, I'm constantly torn between advising our twenty-something college grads to either pay off their college debts or hang on to the cash for the coming economic crisis. Will it be worse if they have federal loan debt, which could be used against them, or possibly as an excuse for sending them off to vaccine camps? I'm very concerned all loans will be used against us (as we are not getting the injections) for either future incarceration or other forceful actions.

Our son is an engineer and has just enough money to pay off about $30K in federal college loans. Our daughter is a physician assistant and has over $60K in federal loans. She's working to pay off the private loans (about $30K) first. However, she's been advised to save a rainy day fund of 2-3 months' worth of income in the event she may lose her job. Her income range is between $90K - $100K and she's only been working for a little over a year. Both of their federal school loans have been deferred for interest and payments until January 2022.

Even we ourselves have a couple of car loans and some home equity loans to pay off but are trying to keep cash on hand at the same time. We're doing our best to make every day cash day! We've also identified and started shopping at a second local farm.

So bottom line: pay off all debts or accumulate cash first, then pay off debts?
Thanks so much and God bless!

H H


**CAF Notes & Links:**

What I would do if I were you
- Family Rainy Day Reserve - could do with “LOC”
- Pay of one - looks like your son
- He would use family reserve
- Pay of daughter - she would depend on family reserve
- Then pay off you
- Share reserves
- Listen to Family Wealth with Jay Hughes
- Dinner or call once a month
- Church in Norfolk - pray for each other.

**Question:**
First let me say you are one of my favorite people to listen to, your mind is brilliant and your heart more so! Thank you for all you’ve fought for all these years and thank you for your guidance today.

My husband is employed by the university as well as many friends. My husband was at one time the head football coach, thus our University President, XX who sent this letter is a good friend as we’ve all been here for 20+ years. XXX. is well aware of how we feel as I’ve sent many things for the past year regarding our football teams health as I care about these kids and because our twin sons are also a part of the team.

I’m going to submit the “Notice” from your site from Children’s Health Defense regarding employers, universities mandating vaccines. I also am going to submit a T cell test for each of them provided it comes back the way we think it will, showing they each have natural immunity. I’m going to submit the religious exemption for all of them. My husband is getting a letter from his heart doctor that feels as well do, this is not a vaccine and he has much proof within his practice of injury and death of his patients due to the jab. He will state my husband is at high risk of heart damage because of his history.
I would love to submit something saying ivermectin and/or HCQ taken prophylactically are recognized as vaccines in many counties around the world. Judy Mikovits stated she got her 93 year old father’s physician, in California no less, to say he was vaccinated because he was taking ivermectin. I cannot find anything official that would state this and would love something if your organization has something they could provide. I should state I only want to submit all these requests for exemption to show the insanity of it all, not because we even expect any of them to be honored.

We are in a position unlike most people where we don’t need my husband to keep this job, and my son already said he will go to another college and student coach next year if it comes to this. Our son that plays on the team isn’t paid by the university so this does not apply to him. My husband will not resign, yet I’m not sure how this will play out and would love your insight. Another thought if this progresses is how to make this very public since my husband is well known and loved in our community and also in the larger sports world. And finally, could our Governor stop this as has happened in other states regarding the companies with 100 or more employees? We are a state university and the letter alludes to funding being withheld if the university doesn’t comply. Which is truly unbelievable as ALL of this is. I want to make a difference for others and need some guidance.

The letter is below and it’s worth noting our President has a brilliant mind, great heart, his dad was a respected doctor in this area…the old time kind that made house calls. He went to XXX law school while working in DC for our former university president when he was a senator.

Thank you!

October 29, 2021

Dear University Community,

Last month, President Biden issued an executive order mandating COVID-19 vaccination for federal employees, federal contractors, and other identified individuals. After a careful legal assessment, it has been determined the order applies to State research universities and their employees. We are obligated to adhere to the order. If we do not comply, U runs the risk of losing hundreds of millions of dollars each year in federal funding for the life-changing research, education, and services we provide. Because of this federal mandate, and after thorough examination and consultation with government, medical, and public health officials, U will require COVID-19 vaccination for all employees.

To follow the federal requirement, all U employees – including faculty; staff; undergraduate and graduate student employees; part-time, temporary, and PEAK
employees; and graduate research and teaching assistants – must be fully vaccinated by December 8, 2021, with a WHO-approved COVID-19 vaccine.

This requirement does not impact students who are not U employees, and it does not include COVID-19 boosters. If an employee believes that health or religious reasons prevent them from receiving a vaccine, they will be allowed to submit a request for an accommodation. To meet the December 8 deadline, employees are encouraged to begin the vaccination process quickly, as some vaccine protocols take several weeks for full vaccination.

In the coming days, Human Resources will issue guidance on how to provide proof of vaccination as well as the accommodation process.

U administers Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccines free of charge, and vaccines are also readily available at area pharmacies and health clinics. Campus-specific information is available below for individuals seeking vaccines.

For more information, please review our COVID-19 Vaccine Requirement FAQs. You may also submit inquiries to OU Human Resources at vaccine@ou.edu.

The university will continue to monitor the legal and regulatory landscape and will provide updates to the university community as appropriate. Additionally, we will continue to work with federal and state officials in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, in an effort to deliver on our life-changing purpose without interruption.

Live On, University,

President

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Kevin Shipp - 4.8MM National Security Agreements, Money
This is why centralized financial systems are so dangerous
Coming for properties of vaccinated

**Question:**
I have not been able to find any reliable sources referencing viral shedding would you or any of your subscribers have any ideas or sites?
**Question:**
The real power of IT and Serial Numbers in Using Silent Weapons:

What was being speculated appears to be true. They have special lots of the toxines that they release to see what they do

https://market-ticker.org/akcs-www?post=244109

https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/31/100-percent-of-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-caused-by-just-5-percent-of-the-batches-produced/

Numbers tell the real tale.

X

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Although I probably sound like a broken record, I think it is important to always reiterate that I was blind and you made me see. So thank you, always.

FYI, I just had my email changed to a non-gmail one (the one I am writing from), after listening to one of your comments 10 days ago, and had my Solari account updated accordingly (just in case I do not come up as a subscriber).

I found "Who is Mr Global" fascinating. I then went ahead and listened to the older interviews with Dr Joseph Farrell titled "The Breakaway Civilization", and was astounded by the fact that you had recorded those more than 7 years ago. Although the current "plandemic" has been an awakening experience for many of us, I assume, which is how I connected with Solari in the first place, it is impressive to me that you were explaining in detail this covert operation, so many years ago. Unfortunately, at that time, I was busy being a cog in their system, trying to grow my company in New York. But better late than ever.

My main question is the following; I am trying to create a blueprint of developing resilience for myself and for others, and I wanted to ask you about food and water autonomy. My family owns a seaside property in northern Greece, which I have been thinking of converting into an agro-tourism facility, which could cover a few bases; it can grow real food for my family and for others, it can generate income via agro-tourism, it can foster a community in various forms, such as a nature-centric school for children. Do you think this is a good idea?

I am concerned about the long term ability to grow food, considering this is being suppressed. Natural disasters can wipe out farmland (isn't this what happened in the Midwest in the 30's, for 10 consecutive years, forcing most of the population into poverty and away from the area?). The inability to find working hands can also be a major hindrance.

How can we develop resilience in such a hostile environment, when we can easily be targeted from above? Do we just go ahead and do it, and hope for the best? Or are there any other precautions we can take?

I also wanted to share the following. While spending most of my time in Greece since the beginning of all this, I started visiting small rural communities and mountainous villages in the country, hoping to find "communities" that would be more open minded, and perhaps resistant. I was sad to realize that no matter how small they were, they were just as frightened about the pandemic as everyone else. The local police would go up to every village to make sure all mandates are being respected, and the fear of hefty fines forces every business of any size to follow the "rules" without questioning them. It seems that we are all so intertwined into their financial system, that it is impossible to react.

I then traveled a bit farther, to visit a village I heard about in the news, where most of the residents had attacked the police car that visited them to enforce the mask mandate,
and they actually wrecked it! I connected with the person that had been interviewed, and he had some interesting ideas to share. Many of them revolved around legal tricks of recalling our political representatives (not sure about that in a world of lawlessness, as you always talk about), but he was also planning of creating a physical space of "exchanging" goods. That way, he was hoping to be able to operate outside of their financial system, thus not being subject to most of the regulations. I just hope more people think the same way, but those are just a few outliers, most people in Greece seem to be hypnotized.

Thanks in advance for your wisdom and guidance.

P.S. I cannot believe you do not get tons of questions each week at this point...

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Very important insights
Prayer
Any place can be targeted - Faulkland Island story

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

Thank you very much for the work you are doing.

I am a new member and I am still finding my around the Solari report web site, which offers such a wealth of information.

I came across a recent interview with Jeff Bezos about moving majority of humanity off the planet Earth.
Do you see this really happening in our lifetime?

The interview starts at the 41-minute mark:
hits://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67KZfeZyw_U&t=2477s

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Don’t know. Suggest listen to Who is Mr. Global interview
Question:
Catherine,

During your interview "Who is Mister Global" you mentioned that you made a list of all the possible underground bunkers. That list would valuable intel for citizen patriots who may want to monitor activity. Is there any way you can send or make public?? Like your map of "opportunity zones" map!

I really enjoy your interviews and content. I am almost clean (getting rid of my investor, bank, some credit cards, FB, etc feels great) and participate in cash Fridays. Thank you for helping connect the dots, especially in the financial world.

Warmly

CAF Notes & Links:

Did it for purpose of estimating how much money went to into building and maintaining. 140 plus. Not sure it is useful for any other purpose. Will take a look at making a PDF.

Question:
Dear Catherine

I was born and lived my life in Denmark, until 4 years ago when I married my California husband and immigrated to California.

Over the past year I have forced myself to accept that I might have seen my parents and others in Denmark for the last time, and that I might not be able to go over there the day that one of them get sick and need my help.

Recently, though, that bubble burst and now I cannot bare the thought. By far the majority of the people that I love live in Denmark.
I am considering leaving my husband and move back to Denmark and possibly live there through this crisis. I am thinking that there is a bigger chance that my husband will survive through the crisis and we can be reunited when things settle.

However the situation in Denmark is crazy, as I see it. Almost nobody is fighting back against the narrative. (Perhaps they need me!)

Do you think it is suicide to go back to Denmark?
Do you think it will be possible to resist the vaccine and fight back, while living in Denmark?
I feel safer in California where quite a few people seem to be aware. I would love to move to a better state, but my husband will not leave his family.
I wonder if I should control my feelings, stay over here and save myself, and help save this part of the world?
A part of me believe that if this war is won in one in a part of the world, for example America, it will be impossible to keep the narrative running in other parts of the world.
What do you think about that?

Thank you so much for your thoughts!!!

Sincerely,

CAF Notes & Links:

Don’t know
Mads Palvig
Prayer - serve your purpose.
People you love
Much you can do to stay connected and support your family in Denmark

Question:
There is a 1.5 million 190 acre property made for Y2K resilience that I am considering buying. It has 6 homes some unfinished but solid cement walls with bullet proof blinds.

Can you give me some reasons not to buy it?

Is smaller better or essentially making a compound for my family??

T

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Any place can be taken out. May be better off putting your money into a mobile van and multiple places.

Less to take care of the better - although size helps protect against a variety of things.

**Question:**

Excellent report on semiconductor industry - will have many questions for you by next week. Can not tell you how much the detailed report on what is happening in your industry or place helps. Best intel there is.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

It was reported when Ollie Stone's JFK Revisited: Through the Looking Glass was debuted in Cannes that no American distributor would pick it up and that the film would be distributed in Europe.

I tracked down Altitude who has a posting under "coming soon" [https://www.altitude.film/movies/tag/coming-soon](https://www.altitude.film/movies/tag/coming-soon)
Any chance you've seen the film?

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Hoping to watch next week

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

Blessings to you and hope you are over your cold. What a trooper you are to do M & M + ask Catherine while ill.

About 2 weeks ago I drove from a small Colorado mountain town to Dallas, Texas. Prior to leaving Colorado the Chem Trail spraying was enormous (last two photos). I first drove to Taos, New Mexico and the spraying there was worse. (First 4 photos.)

A few days ago I read that Covid/Delta has increased most rapidly in Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. (Friends in Vegas report excessive out of ordinary spraying in their area about the same time frame.)

I believe they are expanding their spraying to include either the 'virus' or a synergistic element.

Odd that the documentaries: "What in the world are they spraying" and "What in the world are they spraying" 2010 and 2012 respectively, have not been updated.

Could you please discuss the role of role of ChemTrails in the plandemic on Ask Catherine?

Many thanks,

A
CAF Notes & Links:

Critical part of the “great poisoning.” I believe one of the reasons is weather manipulation which is critical to getting 190 presidents to do what you say. Discussed several times on M&M - Alberta minister
Recommend the Clifford Carnicom 2 hour special in the library.

Question:
Maine passed the right to food and blocked the Clean Energy Corridor from Quebec to Boston in a citizen’s referendum. We had 80,000 signatures out of 1.5 million state population in order to put the corridor to a vote. I don’t know what other tricks they will bring, but we are resisting.

J

CAF Notes & Links:

FANTASTIC

Question:
What do you think of a Republican Win in Virginia - Governor who was Sr. Lead at Carlyle Group?

The Carlyle Group
In April 2008, Carlyle's founders asked Youngkin to step back from deal-making to focus on the firm's broader strategy.[9][20] In 2009 the founders created a seven-person operating committee, chaired by Youngkin, which oversaw the non-deal, day-to-day operations of Carlyle.[20][21] In 2009 Youngkin also joined, along with Daniel Akerson, the firm's executive committee, which had previously consisted solely of the three founders.[21][22]
When Carlyle's chief financial officer Peter Nachtwey left suddenly in late 2010, Youngkin became interim CFO[23] until Adena Friedman was hired as CFO late March 2011.[24] In 2010, Youngkin joined the firm's management committee.[25][20] Youngkin was chief operating officer of the Carlyle Group from March 2011 until June 2014.[26] Youngkin played a major role in taking Carlyle public, supervising the initial public offering.[20][27][28][23][29][30]
In June 2014, he became co-president and co-chief operating officer with Michael J. Cavanagh, who joined the Carlyle Group from JPMorgan Chase.[31][32] Together they helped develop and implement the firm's growth initiatives and managed the firm's operations on a day-to-day basis.[33] Cavanagh left the firm in May 2015 to become CFO of Comcast, leaving Youngkin as president and COO of Carlyle.[34]

Co-CEO
In October 2017, the Carlyle Group announced that its founders would remain executive chairmen on the board of directors but step down as the day-to-day leaders of the firm; they named Youngkin and Kewsong Lee to succeed them, as co-CEOs, effective January 1, 2018.[3] As co-CEOs, Youngkin oversaw Carlyle's real estate, energy, infrastructure businesses, and investment solutions businesses; Lee oversaw the firm's corporate private equity and global credit businesses.[35][36] Youngkin and Lee also joined the firm's board of directors when they became co-CEOs.[30] During Youngkin and Lee's tenure as co-CEOs, they oversaw the firm's transition from a publicly traded partnership into a corporation.[37][38][39]

Bloomberg News described the co-CEO relationship as "awkward ... and increasingly acrimonious" and Youngkin announced his retirement after 2 ½ years.[29] In July 2020, Youngkin announced that he would retire from the Carlyle Group at the end of September 2020, stating his intention to focus on community and public service efforts.[40][37] In 2020, Youngkin and his wife founded a nonprofit, Virginia Ready Initiative, focusing on connecting unemployed people in the state with job-training programs and potential employers.[41][42][43][44]

CAF Notes & Links:
Described last week. Let's hope he left Caryle because he realized the game on Going Direct Reset and was appalled.

**Question:**
Catherine: during the recent interview with Joseph Farrell, “Who is Mr. Global,” at the 45 minute mark, you described how when you noticed that Bill Clinton was made “super-ambassador” to the UN you thought, “uh oh, they’re going to hit Haiti.” Could you please explain the reasoning behind this? How was that so obvious to you at the time? What in tarnation were you referring to? These references are not obvious to new subscribers who are still trying to wrap their heads around this stuff.

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Hatred of Haiti
Wealth of Haiti
Nature of Bill and Hillary Clinton

**Question:**
why Biden nominated a Marxist to the Treasury Department?

following the Marxist “recipe for destruction" that Yuri Bezmenov revealed to G. Edward Griffin in his 1980’s interview https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/11/lets_think_about_why_biden_nominated_a_marxist_to_the_treasure_department.html

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Not a Marxist - someone who believes in giving 100% control to the central bankers. Read her article for the Vanderbilt Law Review and stop using BS divide and conquer terms. You need to learn the difference between marxism and slavery.

Going Direct Reset

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question(98,910),(854,985)

Hallo Catherine,

I am the subscriber from Austria who sent you the quote from my mothers green pass from the 2nd world war.

My husband is Dutch and we made an effort last year to move out of Amsterdam, because of rising prices and 5g launched in July, a tower right in front of our beautiful and big, rental penthouse.
Since January this year we live in the Austrian countryside, a lovely village near Hungary and Slovenia. We developed a plan for a house to build, but this summer the prices for raw materials went up 14-17%, and the availability of wood, bricks, steel, is on hold and delays are announced. So we stopped the project.

We also learned that there is a lack of cars now, new ones on waiting lists, second hand hard to be imported from Germany because the taxes went up this summer. Everything we want to buy, there seems to be a lack of, good bicycles, wood burning stoves etc..

By the way the county next to ours, the one of my birthplace, very rich in woods, the wood is lying around, big lots.. waiting to be sold to America and China.

We currently are visiting family in Holland, having to take care of my nice who needs to finish her studies and other family duties.

We listen to your weekly financial market and of course a ton of other information. Thank you!!!

We are, and this is my question, feeling the need to connect with a local community, build one, and buy land and housing that can house a group (of family and likeminded friends).

We feels a lack of knowledge to doing this, we would need advice on how to invest our savings right and how to build our tribe.

We are used to training and leading people, we are both, coaches, trainers, teachers but we are not so smart in buying and building and investing. We’d love to invest our savings to the right cause before there is danger they vanish.

Do you, or some of your staff advice people like us for community circle building and financial investment?

Please let us know.

Thank you,
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Sent you an introduction to some folks in Friesland
Suggest you get on Connect and link into Dutch subscribers
Austria is looking pretty draconian - keep a foot in both - give you options.

Kind regards,
Information about CAF Notes & Links:

**Recommended Links**

**Comment:**
Nice music! From a Christian Activist conference on the weekend in San Antonio, Texas. Like the sign in the vid says, Stop hating each other because you disagree. Take care, D


**CAF Notes & Links:**

Thanks!

**Comment:**
https://youtu.be/JHXNaYoguNU ~5 minute video

A Must Watch. The Best I Have Ever Seen. Trust Me. You Will Be Impressed.

The Swiss Top Secret Drum Corp.
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Wow!

Comment:
Information


Some University Students in Austria are segregated, no food in cantine and separate seating, plus different color armbands to enter building..

Regards U
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Comment:
Dear Catherine
I am sensing that the "glob" (globalist mob) is saving the south for last ….and that the assault on southern history, culture, economy is going to be the " digestivo " after the other four courses of the meal we are force-fed.

I wanted you to hear this song by a beautiful soul who has a poetic gift for filling in some nuance to the racial rhetoric course.

Here you go.
You are a light in thick darkness.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

JAMES ADD LINK!
Beat down on South has been going on hot and heavy for a long time
Monuments
White domestic terrorism
Katrina
7 states for army and military and ME
Drugs

**Comment:**
Sharing...

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/so-now-most-truck-drivers-will-be-exempt-vaccine-mandates

J
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By **John Ellwood**
-
November 5, 2021

First they came . . .
FIRST they came for the old and frail
But I did not speak out
Because I was healthy.
Then they came for shopkeepers and publicans
But I did not speak out
Because I used Amazon.
Then they came for the churches
But I did not speak out
Because they capitulated.
Then they came for the healthy
But I did not speak out
Because it was ‘safe and effective’.
Then they came for the children
But I did not speak out
Because they were spreaders.
Then they came for the unvaccinated
But I did not speak out
Because they were dangerous.
Then they came for my home, my car, my savings
And there was no one left to speak for me.

*With acknowledgements to [Pastor Martin Niemoller](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pastor_Martin_Niem%C3%B6ller).*
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Comment:
https://theexpose.uk/2021/11/03/majority-deadliest-batches-of-covid-19-vaccine-were-sent-to-red-republican-states/
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LOVE THIS ONE

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND VACCINATED

Comment:
building new communities and getting liability insurance for employees loosing their licenses, building new medical treatment sites, healing hubs, building a new renegade nation, quit spending money anywhere mandating
https://cuff-usa.org/cuff-meetings/
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My experience at La Place
Take it off line

Comment:
Hi Catherine,

I joined the Solari Report early this year and have been encouraged, frightened, intrigued by your reporting. I now follow John Titus, Jon Rappaport also. I previously
followed Dr. Mercola and James Corbett. As I communicate/enlighten people curious as to what is going on, I tell them to subscribe and dig into the Solari Report.

Anyhow, I found this article about the supply chain debacle (written by a 20 year truck driver) rather interesting and thought I would share - I could not find a place to share info other than this.


Thank you for all of your work and insight!

J H
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Excellent piece
Part of teeing up automated trucks.

Comment:
list of deceased athletes here also
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/over-a-60x-increase-in-serious-adverse
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List getting longer

Comment:
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Take Action

Question:
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Other:

Question:
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Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input